Assembly Submits New Constitution
ARTICLE 1
EXECUTIVE POWER
Section 1—The executive power of the student
government shall be vested in a President of the
Student Body, except powers delegated to the Presidents Cabinet.
Section 2—At the time of election, the President
shall have at least a Junior classification as outlined
in the Scholastic Regulations; he shall have the required grade point ratio for his class to graduate
plus a .3.
Section 3—The President of the Student Body
shall have the power to appoint any committee which
he deems necessary to further the administration of
the Student Government and shall act as Chairman
of the President's Cabinet. Power shall be vested
in the President of the Student Body to call a meeting of the Student Body, with the approval of the

President of the College, if such a case be deemed
necessary. The President of the Student Body shall
have the power to call meetings of the Student
Senate.
Section 4—At the time of election, the Vice President of the Student Body shall have at least a Junior
classification as outlined in the Scholastic Regulations; he shall have the required grade point ratio for
his class to graduate plus a .3.
Section 5—The Vice President of the Student
Body shall assume the duties of the President in the
event of his absence from or vcation of the post of
President. The Vice President shall serve as a member of the President's Cabinet. The Vice President
shall be designated as the President Pro-Tempore of
the Senate; he shall have a vote only for the purpose
of breaking a tie in that body,
majority vote of the entire Student Senate. The

President's Cabinet may call meetings of the Student
Section 6—At the time of election, the Secretary
and the Treasurer of the Student Body shall have at
least a Sophomore classification as outlined in the
Scholastic Regulations; they shall have the required
grade point ratio for their class to graduate plus a .3.
Section 7—The Secretary of the Student Body
shall be a member of the President's Cabinet.
Section 8—The Treasurer of the Student Body
shall be a member of the President's Cabinet and the
Chairman of the Financial Review Board.
Section 9—Nominations for the officers of the
Student Body shall be initiated from a meeting of
the Student Body, at which time any student qualifying under Article 1, Sections 2, 4 and 6 shall be eligible.
Nominations shall proceed in the order of President,
Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer. After the
nominations for an office have been closed, a secret

ballot shall be held before the floor is opened for
nominations for the next office. The four (4) nominees receiving the highest number of votes shall be
candidates for election. Each student present shall
vote for one nominee per office only.
Section 10—The Student Body Officers shall be
installed during an appropriate Student Body meeting after the election. On this day the predecessors'
terms shall end.
Section 11—The President of the Student Body
shall be aided by a President's Cabinet composed of
the presidents of the four classes and the Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer of the Student Body.
This committee shall have the power to veto any legislation passed by the Student Senate, provided that
this veto may be overridden by a two-thirds (2/3)
Senate through the President of the Student Body
(Continued on Page 6)

KSN To Hold Cor Wash
Kappa Sigma Nu pledges will sponsor a car
wash tomorrow, from 9 a.m. through 1 p.m. Prices
will be 75 cents per car for autos without whitewalls and $1 per car for those with whitewall
tires.
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In Speech

Dr. R. C Edwards Predicts
Change In Future Education

The ground-floor labyrinth of the new Physic's building takes on an eerie look as the
contractors put the finishing touches on the maze of conduits and flues. (Tigers News Photo
by Jerry Stafford.)

Junior Follies Headline
Springtime Activities
Coker, Carolina, Furman, Columbia, Anderson College—these
are a few of the schools which
will be represented in Junior Pollies to be held in the Field House
April 20 at 8 p.m.
The Follies, an annual highlight of the spring, is the only
show of its type at Clemson. It
features variety with an emphasis upon singing and dancing.
The song and dance acts in the
past have proved to be favorites of the students, according
to officials of the program.
During the past few years, Junior Follies has gained the repu-

tation, not only at Clemson but
throughout the surrounding area,
for being a professional-like presentation and this year will be no
exception, junior class leaders
said.
Emcee Needed
When questioned about positions
which have not been filled, John
Timmerman, President of the Junior Class, stated, "to my knowledge, the position of Master of
Ceremonies and several other
positions are yet to be filled."
Timmerman continued, "I urge
every interested individual to contribute his talents for the better-

Spring Dances

Change In Dance Date
Explained By Rodgers

ment of the Follies. I think that
this is a great opportunity
for
Clemson students to participate."
Participation Invited
„ "The Junior Follies is under
the co-directorship of Stephen
Long, from Gastonia, N. C, and
Bill Watson from Rock Hill. Any
person interested in participating in the Follies should contact either of them," Timmerman said.
Timmerman further stated, "At
the present, we are not obligating ourselves to any group. By
doing this we are attempting to
scout all the talent in an effort to
obtain the best acts possible."
When questioned, the co-directors said, "At the present time,
our plans are still in the developing stage. However, we're fairly
sure that we will have two dance
groups from Coker."
Variety Offered
They continued by stating,
"There will be changes from
what has been presented in the
past years. We feel that everyone should enjoy the show because we have a variety of acts
which should have something to
suit each individual's own
taste."
Tickets will be on sale for several days before the Follies in
the dining hall. The price of admission is $.50.
John Timmerman concluded by
saying, "I would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank the
members of the Junior Class who
have assisted in our fund raising
campaign this year."

February 23, 1961
Dr. Robert C. Edwards
President
Clemson College
Clemson, South Carolina
David Rodgers, president of derstood at the time that the
Dear Dr. Edwards:
Scabbard and Blade, recently an- Scabbard and Blade would asIt has been my pleasure to attend many basketball; nounced the reasons behind and sume full responsibility for the
games between our member institutions. I just mere- for the change in dates of the date changes."
ly want to tell you that out of all the games I have Military Ball and Spring Hop. He He further stated, "It is hoped
made his statement after consulever attended, the crowd conduct at last Tuesday's tation with Dick Harvin, president that the student body will realize
that this gesture is meant to be
Clemson-South Carolina game was the finest I have of CDA.
one of cooperation and is not to
ever observed. Congratulations to all of you who had 'The Scabbard and Blade ex- place a hardship on the student
presses appreciation to the mem- body. After the military departa part in this matter.
bers of the CDA for consenting ment requested the change, it was
Sincerely,
to changing the date of the Mili- felt by the Office of Student AfJames H. Weaver
tary Ball from March 24 to April fairs and CDA that the dance
14. This change was necessary in would be much more successful in
order to facilitate the attendance the earlier part of April than it
of certain key members of the would have been a week earlier
military program of Clemson Col- than scheduled in March."
lege," David stated.
Dick said that CDA is making
He continued by saying, "It every effort possible to obtain the
has been a policy in recent best attraction possible in the
Southern Student division of the
years to have the Scabbard attempt to make these dances one
American Dairy Science Associaand Blade military banquet on of the outstanding dance weektion elected James K. Caughman
the same night as the Military ends of the year.
president in their first convention
Ball which is presented by the
at Jackson, Miss. Feb. 7. At the
Central Dance Association. This
same meeting, Dr. James T. Layear the policy will be continzar, associate professor of dairyued."
ing, was elected faculty advisor of
David announced plans for the
the division.
program by saying, "The miliThe newly organized Southern
tary banquet will be held in the
division is comprised of chapters
South Carolina's fourth annual
Saber Room of the Clemson high school art exhibit consisting
from 13 Southern colleges. Its
House. All senior members of the of over 250 drawings, paintings
purpose is coordinating and guidArmy and Air Force ROTC pro- and sculptured pieces will
ing the activities of the chapters.
be
grams, members of the Pershing shown in the Archpitectural GalIt also plans and arranges for
Rifles and Executive Sergeants, lery through March 21.
the annual convention, at which
Clemson military detachment per- The exhibition and contest,
the chapter representatives are
sonnel and guests of the Scabbard which students from any secontaken on plant tours and to staff
and Blade are invited to attend dary school in South Carolina are
seminars.
the 'dutch treat' supper."
Jim, a Dairy junior from Lexeligible to enter, is sponsored anThe president of CDA also naully by the Clemson Architecington, is a winner of the South
JIM CAUGHMAN
issued a statement concerning tural Foundation. An award of
Carolina Guernsey Cattle Club
award and is in the top 10 per American Dairy Science Associa- the change in dance dates. Dick $60 is made in each division as
cent of his class with a 3.4 tion, Jim is a member of Delta Harvin said, "The date changes well as $30 purchase award for
grade point ratio. He has re- Kappa Alpha Social Fraternity, are an effort on the part of the best entry of the entire show.
Winners were selected Feb. 24
ceived the Sears Roebuck scho- Blue Key, Who's Who in Ameri- CDA and the Office of Student
larship for two years and the can Colleges and Universities, Afairs to cooperate with the and will be guests of the School
South Carolina Dairy scholar- Pershing Rifles, Phi Eta Sigma, Military Science department so of Architecture and Clemson
Alpha Zeta, Lutheran Student As- they might be able to have the College on March 11. Awards will
ship.
Aside from being president of sociation, Executive Sergeants, Military banquet the same night be made at a luncheon in the
as the Military Ball. It was un- Clemson House at that time.
the local student chapter of the and Scabbard and Blade.

ADSA Elects Caughman
At Southern Division Meet
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By HERMAN SMITH
Tiger Special News Writer
Stimulation of student interest in creative writing
and illustration is the aim of the Calhoun Literary
Society, the original campus organization, rechartered
last Tuesday with the adoption of a new constitution.
First chartered in 1893, the society was the literary retreat of hundreds of Clemson men until its quiet death
in the late 1940's.
Last Tuesdays resurrection
marked the beginning of a cam- dent publication in the history of
paign on the part of a small Clemson, first made the rounds of
nucleus of some fifteen students to the barracks in 1893, the year the
provide an outlet for whatever school first began scheduled classliterary talents may be lurking es. For many years the vehicle
about the campus under the guise of student authors and poets,
of an Engineering Major or some "The Chronicle" went into involequally technical field of endeav- untary retirement some years ago,
and has been dormant ever since.
or.
Ted Wheeler, president of the Lack of interest and participation
nascent society, reflected the was given as a reason for its unopinion of the entire group when timely passing, and Garwood
he said last Tuesday night, "I made it clear that the new
feel that Clemson is harboring a "Chronicle" would be keyed to
number of very talented writers the interests of today's student
and illustrators and we intend to primarily to encourage participaoffer them a means of developing tion.
and sharing their
interests
Herman Smith, Secretary and
through informal forums and per- manuscript editor, issued a call
haps, if all goes well, eventual to budding Hemmingways and
publication of their efforts."
Rockwells to submit satires, esThus giving rise to the says, short stories, cartoons,
thought that a student publica- college level humor, accounts of
tion was in the offing, Gray sordid Dance Weekends, in fact
Garwood, Vice-president of the anything of interest to a college
organization, went on to say magazine audience.
Smith was quick to point out
that a master plot to hatch a
revised edition of Clemson's that neither the people nor their
first student publication was un- material will be subjected to caustic criticism put rather they will
derfoot.
be aided in developing their talent
Long History
(Continued On Page 3)
"The Chronicle", the first stu-
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Mu Beta Psi Plans
Musical Showcase
Thursday Evening

Mu Beta Psi, national
Dr. Edwards told council mem- music society, will sponsor
bers that in a few years all en- the third annual presentagineers must have advanced train- tion of Spring Sounds
ing. Ways will have to be found
to continue their education Thursday, March 9, at 7:30
throughout their careers, so that p.m. in the College Chapel.
they can effectively use the new This year's program will feature
science to serve society. He added the Blue Notes, the Jungaleers,
that the responsibility of engineer- the Tigertones, and the Clemson
ing is to create from science the College Glee Club.
new tools and develop the new
Bill Clayton, director of this
technology just as the responsibility of science is to show the year's musical showcase, had
this to say. "As in the past,
way for its first use.
Spring Sounds will provide a
Give Critical Exams
stage for recognized musical
Each department in undergrat- organizations on campus to exuate education at Clemson
is hibit their talents. I hope that
year's presentation will be
Constantly studying and evaluat- this
as successful as last year's."
ing the courses in its curriculum. Each course is critically ex- People came from Greenville,
amined as to its content and re- Anderson and other neighboring
lationship with other courses with- towns and even students from
in and outside the department. By other colleges came to see Spring
eliminating unduly repetition ma- Sounds," he continued. Last year's
terial and reducing the courses show drew an attendance in exwith high skill or vocational con- cess of 800 people.
tent, time is provided for the inPresents Popular Music
troduction of new courses of a
With two full dance orchestras,
broad, science-based nature.
the Blue Notes and the JungaClemson is working closely leers, a vocal group, the Tigerwith the high schools in the tones, and the College Glee Club,
state in order to upgrade the this year's program presents ft
mathematics proficiency of their varied diet of popular music.
graduates. As a result of the
The Jungaleers is one of the
schools cooperating, students enrolling in engineering in 1964 oldest and most popular college
Jazz Festivals have made their will no longer receive college dance bands in the South. The
last appearance in Newport, R. credit for algebra and trigono- full band and two combos have
I. The reason for this is that metry but will begin their played for many different events
the City Council of Newport vot mathematics with a combin- throughout South Carolina, North
ed on not issuing a permit for ed course in analytics and cal- Carolina and Georgia. Featured
vocalists with the Jungaleers are
Festival this summer. The new culus.
location for the Festival will be Dr. Edwards said that Clemson their own male quartet and feat Fort Lauderdale, a college stu- is and has been in transition, male vocalist Marilyn Cochran.
dent vacation land.
moving toward a larger view of The Blue Notes, although orThirty or forty thousand col- its responsibilities. Clemson is ganized only two years, are maklege students go to Fort Lauder- moving from the limited stage of ing a name for themselves in
dale each spring. This year at a college to that of a modern uni- this area. Led by Irby Wright,
Fort Lauderdale the First An- versity. The formal name of Clem- they have played several college
nual Fort Lauderdale Spring Jazz son is relatively immaterial but dances, including our own MiliFestival will be held. The jazz the idea of a university is most tary Ball last year.
festival is in part of the launch- significant.
Features Tigertones
ing of a new national college publication called Campus Life Ma- Seniors May Get
The Tigertones, popular on the
gazine.
Clemson campus and other colClass Rings Mar. 15 leges
throughout the South, have
"Where The Sounds Are" is
Seniors may pick up thenwhat the jazz spectacular will be class rings at Martin's Drug an all new roster this year. The
referred to as. The place is the Store in Clemson anytime new Tigertones are Jimmy KizWar Memorial Auditorium of after March 15, Ken Powell, er, Randy Mishoe, Jerry Howard
Fort Lauderdale, and it will be president of the senior class and Emerson Byrd.
run for six days, beginning Fri- announced.
The Clemson Glee Club, which
day evening, March. 25.
appeared in Tigerama this year,
will soon start their spring tour
which will take them to various
towns and colleges in the South
Carolina-North Carolina-Georgia
area.

Dr. Robert C. Edwards, president of Clemson, at a meteing
of the Joint Engineering Council
of Savannah, Ga., forecast drastic
changes in engineering education
to meet the challenges of our
times.
"To meet such challenges," Dr.
Edwards said, "will require
changes in the whole of engineering. Modern science generates
new knowledge so rapidly that
the education of engineers must
be deepened and broadened and
yet not become all science without focus on society.
"Even now the electric engineer, for example, is concerned with the structure of
crystals and the role of computers in industrial operations.
The civil engineer must understand both the potentialities of
data processing and the
complexities of radio-active
waste disposal. The mechanical
engineer is confronted
with
the
need
for
machines
which operate at both temperatures near asolute zero and
those of man-made suns."

Jazz Festival
Now In Florida

CSRA — Philanthropist

Committee heads for this production are: Staging, Ed Britt;
co-ordination, Bill Clayton and
Steve McKay; seating, George
Mims; lighting, Wesley Craig;
publicity, Jim Webb; and tickets, Joe Suddeth.

Campus Slates
Fourth Annual
Art Exhibition

Spring Sounds is expected to
last for approximately two hours
and tickets for the program may
be bought from any Mu Beta Psi
member for 50 cents.

Tryout Call Issued
By Little Theatre
Clemson Little Theater will
begin holding tryouts for their
third production of the current
season at the Y. M. C. A. on
the evenings of March 7, at
8:30 and March 8 at 8:00.
Joe Smith, here, donates a S75 check to Mrs. Stewart as Odell Weeks looks on. Clemson
student government earlier this year adopted the 11 boys at the Mt. Airy's Boys' Home and
since then many organizations have contributed donation and gifts to them. (Tiger News
Photo by Steve Ackerman.)
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Numerous theatrical positions
are available for both males
and females, but those interested in assisting with the staging are urged to come out.
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Conformity Threatens
Chances For Success

Phone Service Renewal Heralds End To Prolonged
Period Of Disorganized Campus Communications
Telephones or not by March 12th?
Bell says definitely that the pay stations
will be in service by Sunday week.
This will end a 120 day period of disorganized communications for the student
body.
Clemson Men have "come through"
to compensate for the lack of phones by
relaying messages and notifying fellow
students of calls. This has represented
trouble and time on the part of many.
The halls that were blessed with these
few infernal machines actually got the
worst end of the deal.
All the confusion and long lines
patiently waiting to use the phones
should be history in a very short time.
Our student body has acted commendably in this period of minor catastrophy.
The Clemson spirit has once again risen
to the occasion.
Not all students possess this upright
attitude toward telephones. The number of receivers, that have been stolen
by students is revolting. These phones
with no receivers are of little use until
they are repaired and the entire hall is
without service until then.
These immature acts of vandalism
reflect on the reputation of the rest of
the students. These are the actions expected of clods and juvenile delinquents.
No college student should
lower himself to this level—certainly
not a Clemson student.
Phone directories are another of this

type of facility that some of our number deface. We are not so young or so
naive that we don't realize that these
phone books are placed there for use
by all the students in that area and not
for some one person. Lifting phone
books is not so much criminal—just so
inconvenient for others.
Phone booths themselves are subjected to all manner of punishment.
Broken windows, defaced walls and the
like are common in street corner booths
but should not be evident in our college
phones. New phone equipment is to be
installed in the dormitories in places.
Clemson students will use these facilities primarily. Therefore any destructive use of these phones will be quickly
observed and traced directly to students. Why should the good name of
Clemson Men be smeared by the acts
of so few!
Some students are complaining that
they are losing money in the new
phones. They should be for the phones,
with the exception of the 16 special pay
stations, are not connected. The phones
that were not working had "OUT OF
ORDER" signs placed on them.
These were metal signs and were
mechanically fastened to the phones.
These signs have been stolen and consequently students, not Bell Telephone
Company, are the reason for lost money.
Lets place the blame where it is justified.

Freshman Car Problem Still Serious
Two weeks ago an editorial dealt
with the freshmen car problem on
weekends. The idea advanced in that
editorial was a good one, still is, and
will continue to be. We will maintain
that it would be a definite asset to
Clemson and its accomplishment is
necessary and should be inevitable.
On the other hand, problems arise
that must be solved before this privilege
can be extended to the freshmen.
Problems like where to park the cars?
How to insure that they will not be
driven until the dance weekend? How
these cars can be protected?
Where can these cars be parked?
Places do exist that would accommodate
these cars—behind the stadium for one.
Other places could be found but all
have the same drawbacks, how can they
be protected from vandalism? How can
the administration be sure that they
remain parked until the appropriate
time?
Protection for cars is a part of the
security job of the Campus Police. We
often times take this for granted. Little
or no vandalism has occurred this year
as it has in the past. Broken radio antennas, hub caps and fender skirts
stolen, and convertible tops cut were

frequent several years ago.
Now these acts are unheard of in the
college parking lots and on campus in
general. We had lighted lots for cars
which have reduced this type of sadistic
crime. Where would lighting for the
additional lots be acquired? Our police
patrol continuously the lots and the
campus in general, but they can do only
so much.
Perhaps this idea has no solution,
but we feel it has if the traffic committee will consider a little more carefully
the benefits that this proposal can offer.
Perhaps if they were a little less critical, and instead of asking the students
to present a "solved problem", endeavored to help make only an "ideal
with problems" a reality, then more
would be accomplished. Each member
of this committee is an authority in his
field whether it is academic, administrative, disciplinary, or security.
To these experts the students look
for help to overcome the difficulties
that arise with a new concept. In the
interest of better Student-Faculty, Administrative, Security relationships, we
respectfully ask the Traffic ^Committee
to reevaluate the merits of this proposal.
What about it, T. C?

Where Does. Our Money Go?
Anything new costs money. This
factor is in our opinion the most objectionable to those who will not go along
with this idea. Where does the money
from parking tickets and registration
fees go? We know it is well used, but
maybe this money could be redirected
to show the students who pay it some
concrete evidence that it is being used
to help solve traffic problems. This
money results from traffic regulations—
why should it not help to solve traffic
problems?
Money is desperately needed for new
students parking facilities. With more
students enrolling each year and more
parking space being used for dormitories, the parking situation is going to
get worse—not better. One answer is
to prohibit all students from keeping
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cars at school. This is a brilliant idea
for reckless fools and immature school
boys but not for college upperclassmen.
Freshmen need to be protected from
cars is the belief of some but even that
is something in which we don't entirely
believe. This proposal is a direct slap
at the integrity of Clemson men and we
feel should be forgotten and never discussed. If that is the solution, then
doing away with basketball would eliminate the need for a gym—omitting
math and English could cancel that new
building!
We, the Clemson student body, will
need new parking lots in the very near
future. New lots will cost money.
Money around Clemson is hard to get—
even for worthwhile, necessary, essential facilities.
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By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
What price conformity? To the Clemson student,
this should be a question to be pondered in this, the
day of the "organization man." The organization
man—a stereotype of everyone else—the strict and
utter conformist, in other words a somebody who is
in reality a nobody.
The world would have little remembered Winston Churchill without his stunning and
original speeches or his ever-present
cigar, or Roosevelt without his winning
smile and cigarette holder. These are
trademarks of immortality.
Where
would we be without Bernard Baruch
and his park bench conferences of John
D. Rockfeller, Sr. and his shiny new
dimes? These men and many more like them are
examples of the heights which non-conformists
reach.
On the other hand, who among the Madison
Avenue executive set will make his mark in the world
as a man to be remembered? Is wearing a suit like
everyone else in the office owns, drinking the same
drinks as everyone else, driving the same type automobile, living in the same type home, even having the
same type wife and an "average" number of "average"
children the sure-fire way to immortality and success? We think that it is not!
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NO... HONETY I'M NOT AT A BAR....

WHAT?!

You'LL

HAVE To SPEAK LOUDER.

One Man's Opinion

Spiritual, Scholastic Maturity
Must Overcome A Fear Of Truth
"The Theme From Exodus"
contains an interesting line
"this land of mine, this golden
land." Can we as Americans
say the same? Can we say with
pride "this land of mine." This
brings to mind
another question
particularly interesting to the
younger generation, and that
is, "Is this land
of mine worth
the price of my
Life?"
Before commenting further,
perhaps this writer should give
clarifying statements. He has
just finished reading three
books — Brave New World Revisited, by Aldous Huxley, An
Essay on Morals by Philip
Wylie, and The Conscience of
a Conservative by Senator Barry Goldwater.
The last book this writer had
already read, but since he received this past weekend an
autographed copy of the book
from an interested reader, he
felt compelled to review its
contents. To the donor, the
writer extends his thanks and
is reassured to hear that there
are many who believe in the
conservative political philosophy.
In Brave New World Revisited, Huxley says, in essence,
that we are closer to the world
which he described in Brave
New World than he had assumed at the time of the writing of that book. The Chicago
Tribune says "Huxley 'revisits'
his brave new world and writes
a thought-jabbing, terrifying
book!"
Wylie's book is, in essence, a
condemnation of our modern
work and its pseudo-morals.
Perhaps the following would be

By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
appropriate. "It is possible, in
the United States of America,
to publish such an essay as this
in a book. And that is the outside dimension of the room
here for freedom. As a book, it
will be stolen from libraries by
persons who disagree with what
it says — which is not a service
to truth but the very exercise
of fear and an act of panic.
"Angered men, who do not
like to have their natures or
the etiology of their God disclosed, may attempt to confiscate this book by purchase
from local stores or to have it
banned in State courts. They
have done as much before.
People may throw copies of it
on bonfires — as they have
other books — and this, too, is
a ritual of assuagement.
"But I could not express
such thoughts as these on the
American radio or by motion
pictures or print them in the
newspapers or get them published in the magazines. No
business has sponsored an
atheist on the air—its gross
would drop too suddenly and
too much. Theoretically, the
atheist has as much "right" to
argue as the Baptist. Actually,
he has no opportunity.
"The "good" people in our
society choke him. For justice,
they have absolute contempt.
They already "know" that they
are "right" and will not hear
anything further or permit the
public to listen to a syllable of
dissent!" An interesting
thought!
The publisher of the Goldwater book says that "every
American who loves his country should read this book."
Perhaps a quote from the surface would be appropriate.
"The principles on which the
Conservative political position
is based have been established

by a process that has nothing
to do with the social, economic
and political landscape that
changes from decade to decade
and from century to century.
"These principles are derived
from the nature of man, and
from the truths that God has
revealed about His creation.
Circumstances do change. So
do the problems that are shaped by circumstances. But the
principles that govern the solution of the problems do not.
To suggest that the Conservative philosophy is out of date is
akin to saying that the Golden
Rule, or the Ten Commandments or Aristotle's "Politics"
are out of date.
"The Conservative approach
is nothing more or less than an
attempt to apply the wisdom
and experience and the revealed truths of the past to the
problems of today. The challenge is not to find new or different truths, but to learn how
to apply established truths to
the problems of the contemporary world." In essence he refutes the idea depicted by a local newspaper's cartoons that
the
conservative philosophy
will carry us back to the dark
ages.
This writer has presented
quotes from three books he has
read. He also believes that
every person, who has the opportunity, should read these
books. They, at times, have
divergent viewpoints, but
again, at times, are very similar and very enlightening.
Fear of the truth is our only
obstacle and the reason for
fear is ignorance, and that is
why this is a fit subject for a
college newspaper, because we
are supposed to be maturing
spiritually, socially, scholastically and physically.

Talk Of The Town

'Putting Up With Students' Is
Attitude Adopted By Minority
Last week, this columnist
discussed the various ways
some of our more ambitious
students manage to subjugate
the honor and name of Clemson just to satisfy their own
egos. This week I would like to
say a few words to certain
people who have been charged
with maintaining and operating this college as an educational institution.
In the opinion of this writer,
there are a number of persons
on this campus who, by their
actions toward the students,
seem to think that this college
was set up for the express purpose of providing jobs for
them.
The student is just one of
those nuisances that must be
put up with on a job. If anyone who thinks this school is
their private retirement fund is
reading this, (and I doubt it)
stop and think about it for
awhile. If it were not for the
students, there would be no
job.
If suggestions are given to
these people, they nearly always shrug them off as .the
product of an immature mind.
To them I say, age does not
always go hand in hand with
wisdom. The younger mind is

By T. C. WHEELER
probably much more alert and
can see the situation much
more clearly.
It would do well for any organization to listen to the suggestions of the underlings in
its system. In this vein, I would
like to ask that our present administration and faculty listen
a little closer to the wails and
laments of the students as out
of some of these cries may
come the answer to many of
the problems which continually
beset the college today.
Perhaps the ideal college
would be one in which the
Faculty was charged with control and the Administration
with support. Whenever there
is a mixing of the two, there
is bound to be a rash of never
ending problems.
The only
place that there should be any
contact
between
the
two
branches of the college is the
Registrar's office.
If this policy were to be carried out in full; there would be
a great lessening of tension on
the campus where it is practiced. The Faculty would then
be able to exercise the proper
amount of control over the students while the Administration
would be free to fully exploit
the job of providing support.

The Faculty, under such a
system, would be completely in
control of the administration
of affairs which fall under the
scholastic and extracurricular
areas of college life.
They would be able to keep
closer control on the instruction and standards. The Administration would then be
able to supply the support
which is so necessary to the
maintenance and prolongation
of a college. Each section would
answer only to itself.
Perhaps the whole system
could be set up on the Army
General Staff system only not
on as large a scale. The fighting branches depend upon the
support branches to provide
their needs as soon as they are
asked for. This is essentially
what we have here, a teaching
branch which must depend upon an administrative branch
for support.
At no time should the support become the controling
factor in such an arrangement.
It would be a heck of a way to
fight a war if everything depended upon whether or not
the Quartermaster branch
wanted to work Sundays or
not. Please, let's not let the
tail wag the dog at Clemson.

It seems that in this day and time the overwhelming desire for security has been confused with or replaced success in the mind of the college student.
When the time comes for you to enter into your
chosen field of endeavor will you, so to speak, "strike
out on your own," or just settle down to a nice, easy
going job with a regular paycheck and occasional
promotions?
Who is most important to the modern world, the
narrow specialist or the broadly educated, wellrounded individualist? Obviously this is a "rigged"
question, but the truth is all to clear. Although the
professional journals cry out for specialists, the man
who gets ahead in the long run is the man with
imagination, intuition and a sense of daring. In other
words, the man with the ability and fortitude to
think broadly is the one who is in true demand when
we take the trouble to read between the lines.
In a recent article on the evils of conformity in
business, it was emphasized that the greatest threat
to our system of free enterprise is not Communism,
but the gradual trend toward over-conformity. This
same article placed the greatest blame for this trend
toward oblivion upon our colleges and schools. From
the very beginning of his education, a child is told how
he must be like everyone else or be punished. Shocking as this may be, it is the bitter truth!

Colleges Breed Conformists
Colleges are becoming "factories" for turning out
nothing more than stereotypes of thousands of other
graduates. All are trained the same way, in how to
work with a committee to turn out the same old
hackneyed answers to stock problems. What has
happened to originality and the chance to make individual decisions?
Now the problem comes a little closer to home.
Where is a better place to stop this treadmill to
oblivion than in college? Pouring college students
into a mold and turning them out every June is not
the way to a greater America. The way to future
greatness is through the stimulation of individual
thought and creativeness.
Overprotection of students, or maybe we should say
young adults, will breed nothing but discontent and undesirable end results. Free thinking, exposure to the
world as it is; these approaches will bring both fame
and respect to a college and its students.
Up until recently our own college has been holding its own in this battle against conformity, but in the
past few months we have seen signs that cause us
to believe the tide of battle may be shifting the
other way. Stricter controls on student liberty, yes,
even on the way he chooses to live his life, have
been imposed.
It is the opinion of this writer that many regulations and rules we now observe to be appearing
should have gone out with the military system. When
Clemson was a military school, it was of necessity
stronghold of conformity. This is the way of military life. Everyone eats at the same time, wears the
same type of clothing, sleeps at the same time, in fact
the individual actually ceases to exist under such a
system.
This may be fine for a fighting organization or
for a school designed as such, but not for an institution of 4,000 students that did away with this system several years ago. Now every indication is
that such a way of living is sneaking its way back
into the dormitories.

Tighter Regulations?
Why this is so is a question we do not even propose to answer, we just know what we see and hear,
and regulations are getting tighter. As a sidelight
on this we might observe that the girls of Winthrop
are about to catch up with Clemson men in regard
to freedom to do as they please. At the rate things
are now moving it won't be long before those who are
still here will be having to observe closed weekends
and sign out to go downtown!
Let us hope that all our fears do not materialize,
for overconformity can mean only one thing —
mediocrity, and mediocrity means gradual oblivion in
the rat race of modern society.
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Book Review

White's The Once And Future King' Puts
Render Into Fantasy World Of Childhood
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By GRAY GARWOOD
Tiger Feature Writer
Bearded 'Beats' El
Lo! These many years we have
attained. Gone are the days of our
youth when, as carefree lads, we
tromped through the woods —
By ZIP GRANT
' dressed in green knickers — with
Tiger Feature Writer
our prized bow and frequently lost
Shades of Kerouac and Ginsberg!! Does Clemson
arrows clutched tightly in our fat really have a beatnik cult or are we seeing things?
and freckled fingers. Robin Hood The little clique with the leather jackets, faded levis,
was our gam - adventure our airm. sneakers and Brando haircuts obviously are "beats,"

Here and There

Or perhaps we searched through
bushy shrubbery and behind piller, post, and chimney for a vicious beast of terrible description.
No more can we visit this magical
and delightful world of glorious intrigue and daring adventure, for
: our interest can no longer be held
by these simple stories and simple pleasures.

\

They, like most "beats", seem to be trying to grasp
that fleeting glimmer of true identity. Their goals are
to answer that soul-searching question of "Who are
we?" and to prevent themselves from becoming those
much talked about hollow men (or women).

The date of the Spring Hop has been changed;
this time not because of the CDA, but because of that
much beloved department called M. S. The change is
for the better because this way the dance is after
Easter and the students will have had more time to
borrow money while at home and to make dates.
Spring Hop, in its own right, Is one of the most

enjoyable dances of the year. It comes at a time
With a brilliant wit and a light
and amusing touch of the pen, T.
of the year that is perfect for partying and ClemH. White has masterfully transson really takes advantage of it. The dance is
formed the sixteenth century legusually
very informal with a rock and roll combo
ends of King Arthur and his
knights of old into a constant
featured.
source of varied enjoyment. Based
Poor Attendance
on Mallory's
ancient book,
MORTE d' ARTHUR, which is a
The lecture last week by Sir Hugh Foot was,
1
lengthy and verbose collection of
embarrassingly,
attended by only a relatively few peothe stories of Arthur's birth, his
reign, and his death, White's THE ple. And more disappointing than the small audience
ONCE AND FUTURE KING is was that the audience was comprised of few students.
our answer.
Herein we shall find Merlyn
with his magic — the boiling cauldron and the mystical charms —
who is arranged differently from
our usual opinion of him. He appears as a simple, whimsical magician who
travels backward
through time, and in this way is
able to give terse comments on
the former President's golf ability,
the decoration of King Louis' bedroom, etc.
He acts as tutor to Arthur, and
in his absent-minded way tries to
prepare him for his future greatness as a just and majestic leader. We live through the eyes of
Lancelot the hundreds of fights
[which he fought to promote Arth•'s idea of a chivalrous knight"-hood. We see his passion and love
for the beautiful Queen Guenever
and we understand why he stayed away from the court for such
long journeys.
For the first time we have recreated for our pleasure the life
of the feudal lord, the serf, and
the many others who are included in the make up of the middle
ages. With unusual skill and an
excellent sense of the dialogues,
mannerisms, and habits of these
people who inhabited England at
the dawn of her future power,
White has combined his genius as
a writer with the archaeological
^authority of history to bring this
folk memory — England's greatt*st tale — before the eyes of millions of modern readers. Selected
as one of the seven best novels
of the 1950's by The New York
Times, THE ONCE AND FUTURE KING is certainly well on
the way to being a classic which
it surely deserves.
At this time it has been written
into play form and is being pro-

CLASS

DISMISSE
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pseuda-beats, or something.

But don't laugh friends, how do you know they
haven't got the right idea? Perhaps the world is
wrong and they are right. Anyway they give Clemson
Our time is consumed by the a university atmosphere which is good even if they
more worldly and responsible do- are, in essence, only confirming non-conformists.
ings: school, learning, and "jazSpring Hop Changed
zy" dance weekends. But, how of-

ten have we longed to escape
back to this world of sunshine and
freedom, and yet still maintain
L
our outward appearance of maturity. Obviously we need a fairy tale
on the adult level to fill this need.
"Alas", you cry, "it can't be
done!" But. like unto an "L&M"
— it has been done!

fp^

The administration undoubtedly saw that having
the lecture series at night is highly infeasible. It is
wishful thinkful to believe that students will attend
lectures at night when professors schedule quizzes for
the next morning, and, I hate to say, there is a good
movie on downtown.
Fraternities are at it again. Parties are set for
this week-end; one such being the Kappa Sigma Nu
blast tomorrow night.
Spring Sounds promises to be one of the truly
great student productions of this year. The best in
music combined with professional-like production
makes this show a standout and definitely worth
every student's time.

Tonight is the night. Destroy those inhibitions and
loose those suppressed desires; put on a pair of blue
jeans, grow a beard and go to the Tri Chi Beatnik
Party at the Little Gym.
duced on Broadway under the
name of Camelot, and I am certain that the movie version is not
far off. But, don't wait around
for these to come to you. Get out
and read the book for the full enjoyment of this gay, glinting, and
rich story of King Arthur and the
beginnings of England.

Clemson Theatre
Phone OL 4-2011
COLLEGE AVENUE
Fri. & Sat, Mar. 3 & 4

"Goliath and
The Dragon //
In ColorScope

CLEMSON

(Continued From Page 1)
through sincere and interested
evaluation and constructive suggestions. Further, it is not necessary to become a member of
the Calhoun Literary Society in
order to contribute to the magazine, nor is it fair for one to assume that he or she cannot write
simply because one has never unI dertaken writing of this nature.
No Professionals
"What is more," added Presi1 dent Wheeler, "none of us are
professionals. It will be a case
of the blind leading the blind into
a venture which we feel will be
instrumental in developing cultu| ral interests at Clemson.
The next meeting of the society
|*will be March 14, but in the
I meantime further information
may be obtained from Herman
Smith in B-930 or Gray Garwood
in 7-305.

SPECIAL LATE SHOW
Fri. Night — One Show
Only ,10:30 P.M., Mar. 3
II

Squad Car II
Starring:

VICI RAAF
PAUL BRYAR
DON MARLOWE
— • —
Sun. &

MOP.,

Mar. 5 & 6

"The Great
I m poster"
TONY CURTIS

Pershing Rifles Dedicated To Perfection
By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Feature Writer
Who's gung ho? Any unit so dedicated to the finer points of drill
that they sacrifice all seeming
logic by drilling at all evil and
odd hours would surely be classified as such — and this is just
the case for the Clemson College
Pershing Rifles, trudging nightly
to the little gym for their 11 till
12 midnight drill.
Having completed several apperances and many parades, the
Pershing Rifles have now settled
down to serious drill perfection
as the annual Cherry Blossom
Festival in Washington, D. C.
draws near. This affair marks the
culmination of a long hard year
of practice and the heighth of
appearances, publicity-wise.
Members of the Pershing Rifles
are sophomores selected in competitive drill at the end of their
first year of military training. Selection of these sophomores is
made by the members of the unit
of the preceding year and the
leaders are selected by the new
members from the ranks of the
selectors.
Pershing Rifles, led this year
by Cadet Captain William S.
Brant and Cadet Lieutenants
Frederick Hughes, Robert Dansby, and James Caughman, have
appeared in Augusta, Clinton,
Asheville, Chester, and at Clemson's homecoming football
game. Some of the activities
remaining on this year's agenda include a performance at
the Military Ball and the trip
to Washington. Other than
these trips, the only reward
for the extra effort put forth is
the prestige they themselves
obtain from belonging to a
precision unit.
Lugging an M-l at PR cadence almost every night for a
year may be a gruesome thought,
but it never seemed to dampen
the spirits of the troops in the
unit this year. In fact, spirit almost seems to FLOW through

the ranks on the long trips home from both Washington and the
after appearances.
Fourth Regimental Drill Meet
Now, as the Pershing Rifles more than a few times, appear
drill every night in the little gym, on television, and represent Clemthey maintain a mutual hope that son College as the guests of the
they will be able to uphold the Washington Redskins. Each year
fine tradition and high record es- represents a struggle to reach
tablished by units before them. In- new heights.
vitations for appearances
each Pershing Rifles were organized
year are dependent upon
the by General John J. Pershing, who
achievements of the Pershing Ri- was a Second Lieut, and Profles of the preceding year.
fessor of Military Science at NePast years have seen the Per- braska University at the time of
shing Rifles return with trophies organization in 1894. In the three
*****•**• **********

Attention!

CLEMSON'S PERSHING RIFLES

In A Miracle Wash And Wear Fabric Of
55% DACRON POLYESTER - 45% RAYON

$34.95 with 2 Pants or
$28.95 with 1 Pant
- • —
USE OUR LAY-A-WAY

•
ON THE SQUARE IN ANDERSON

TRY THE

Doughnut
Shop's
* Doughnuts
• Coffee • Milk
* SweetroSIs

CLEMSON
Doughnut Shop
OPEN TILL 10:30 P. M.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
One Door Down From
Jake's Barber Shop
PHONE OL 4-2613

On Campus MaxSholman
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

Pete's Drive-In
WORDS: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE

No. 5
Anderson, South Carolina

562 PROGMMS,
AT HUGHES

THE DIVERSITY
a Command Control and
OF ELECTRONICS
Information Processing
ACTIVITY AT HUGHES PRO- a■ Micro-Electronics
Linear Accelerator*
■ Gamma Rays
VIDES AN IDEAL ENVIRON■ Nuclear Fission
MENT FOR THE GRADUATING « Remote Handling Devices
■ Photoconductive Materials
m Electroluminescence
ENGINEER OR PHYSICIST.
■ Solid State Display Devices
THESE ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: u Terminal Communications
■ Line-of-SightUHFand
VHF Relay Systems
■ Polaris Guidance Development
a Air Traffic Regulation and
■ Army/Navy Computer Systems
Landing System
■ Space Ferry
■ Pincushion Radar
■ Fixed Array Antennas
■ Logi-Scale General Purpose
■ Fire Control Radar Systems
Computer
■ Pulsed Doppler Radar and
a Radar Closed Loop Tester
Anti-Submarine Warfare
a Missile-Range Ship
■ Naval Tactical Display Systems
Instrumentation
■ 3-Dimensional Radar
a Precision Trajectory
■ Air-to-Air Missiles
Measurement System
■ Space Propulsion Systems
a Space Vehicle Subsystem*
■ Tunnel Diodes
a Telemetering Systems
■ Infrared Devices
a Radiation Sources, Detection,
■ Satellite Active Repeater
Handling Equipment and
Development
Effects Analysis
■ Wide Band Scanning Antenna
a Inertial Missile Guidanc*
Feed Systems
Systems
a Microwave Antennas and
a Machine Tool Controls
Radomes
a Microwave Tubes
■ Guidance and Navigation
a Transistors and Diodes
Computers
a Rectifiers
■ Satellite Communication
a Thermal and Magnetic Relays
Systems
a Crystal Filters
a Satellite Reconnaissance Drone
a Digital Components and Device*
• ■ World-Wide Communications
a Plasma Physics Research
Networks

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS
B.S., M.S. and Ph. D. (June and Summer Graduates)
Members of our staff will conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 10,1961

"HOME OF GENUINE SEWELL CLOTHES"

SUITS FOR YOUNG MEN

leans and Puerto Rico.
This year the Pershing Rifles
of Clemson College have undertaken steps to establish the pledge
system, having two pledge platoons from the Freshman class
and active participation in the
company's activities extended to
the entire four year college career. With college approval already taken care of, the leaders
and sponsor continue their efforts toward this goal.

with

GAY CLOTHING COMPANY
•

preceding years, he had established the special drill organization
under different names, but the
name Pershing Rifles became offical in 1894.
Organized for the purpose of
encouraging, preserving, and developing the highest ideals of the
military profession, the Pershing
Rifles came from this meager beginning to be representative of
practically all major colleges and
universities. For over sixty years
now the units have grown and
spread to colleges which have R.
O. T. C.
Reaching the height of its existence prior to World War II,
Pershing Rifles became one of
the most important features of
Nebraska military and social
life from 1900 to 1911. Membership in the organization was
a great military honor. Later,
the unit became an organization
for junior officers and began to
spread to the various colleges
and universities.
Steadily growing even today,
this national honorary fraternity
contains 135 active companies, 11
Regimental Headquarters, and
over 8000 cadets. The Pershing
Rifles stretch from New York to
San Francisco and from Grand
Forks, North Dakota to New Or-

Find out more about the wide range of programs, unique
Professional Register, advanced educational programs and
relocation allowances offered by Hughes.
For Interview appointment or informational literature consult
your College Placement Director. Or write Hughes College
Placement Office, P.O. Bex 90515, Los Angeles 45, California.
CREATING A NEW WORLD WITH ELECTRONIC*
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, El Segundo, Fullerton,
Malibu, Newport Beach, Oceanside,
Los Angeles, Calif.; Tucson, Arizona

Today let us take up the subject of etymology (or entomology,
as it is sometimes called) which is the study of word origins
(or insects, as they are sometimes called).
Where are word origins (insects)to be found? Well sir, sometimes words are proper names that have passed into the language.
Take, for instance, the words used in electricity: ampere was
named after its discoverer, the Frenchman Andre Marie Ampere
(1775-1836); similarly ohm was named after the German G. S.
Ohm (1781-1854), watt after the Scot James Watt (1736-1819),
and bulb after the American Fred C. Bulb (1843-1912).
There is, incidentally, quite a poignant little story about Mr.
Bulb. Until Bulb's invention, all illumination was provided by
gas, which was named after its inventor Milton T. Gas who,
strange to tell, had been Bulb's roommate at Cal Tech! In fact,
strange to tell, the third man sharing the room with Bulb and
Gas was also one whose name burns bright in the annals of
illumination—Walter Candle!
The three roommates were inseparable companions in college. After graduation all three did research in the problem of
artificial light, which at this time did not exist. All America
used to go to bed with the chickens. In fact, many Americans
were chickens.
Well sir, the three comrades—Bulb, Gas, and Candle—
promised to be friends forever when they left school, but success,
alas, spoiled all that. First Candle invented the candle, got
rich, and forgot his old friends. Then Gas invented gas, got rich,
bankrupted Candle, and forgot his old friends. Then Bulb invented the bulb, got rich, bankrupted Gas, and forgot hi»
old friends.

N^V

vr&fliaf
Candle and Gas, bitter and impoverished at the age respectively of 75 and 71, went to sea as respectively the worki'f
oldest and second oldest cabin boy. Bulb, rich and grand, also
went to sea, but he went in style—as a first-class passenger on
luxury liners.
Well sir, strange to tell, all three were aboard the ill-fated
Lusitania when she was sunk in the North Atlantic. And,
strange to tell, when they were swimming for their lives after the
shipwreck, all three clambered aboard the same dinghy!
Well sir, chastened and made wiser by their brush with death,
they fell into each other's arms and wept and exchanged forgiveness and became fast friends all over again.
For three years they drifted in the dinghy, shaking hands and
singing the Cal Tech rouser all the while. Then, at long last,
they spied a passing liner and were taken aboard.
They remained fast friends for the rest of their days, which,
I regret to report, were not many, because the liner which picked
them up was the Titanic.
What a pity that Marlboros were not invented during the
lifetimes of Bulb, Gas, and Candle! Had there been Marlboros,
these three friends never would have grown apart because they
would have known how much, despite their differences, they still
had in common. I mean to say that Marlboros can be lit by
candle, by gas, or by electricity, and no matter how you light
them, you always get a full-flavored smoke, a filter cigarette
with an unfiltered taste that makes anyone—including Bulb,
Gas, and Candle—settle back and forget anger and strife and
smile the sweet smile of friendship on all who pass!
*
*
*
Another peaceful smoke from the n*iker&ofMaTtbor(>i&thc\
brand-new unfiltered king-size Philip Morris CommanderA
Try one soon and tintt-out hoia wekctt-j&uZlJ&jrabQatdf;
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ACC Tourney Opens At State
*-•••••••••*•**••••••••

Big Men For The Tigers
By FRED CRAFT AND BOBBY COWSERT
Tiger Sports Writers
Clemson was given a high tribute this week when
ACC Commissioner, Jim Weaver, wrote a letter to
President Edwards highly commending the conduct of
the students at the Clemson-USC basketball game.
Commissioner Weaver, who was in the overflow crowd
commented, "the crowd conduct at last Tuesday's
Clemson-S. C. game was the finest that I have ever
observed." Let's keep it up next year men!

TV Complaint
Although the regional basketball telecasts were
excellent again this year, it should be noted that
in the final two, the video portion of the program
was far below par._ In the close Duke-Navy game,
almost the entire second half was played without a
picture... In the exciting Duke-North Carolina
game, which wasn't decided until the last thirty
seconds of the overtime, the network found it
necessary to show the clock ticking off the seconds.
The clock eliminated the picture, and it was virtually impossible to see the game._ We suggest that
in the future the announcer count off the seconds
or; have the clock blocked off in a corner of the
picture where it will not disrupt the entire screen.
With the experience that the boys will pick up
this year, next year's varsity tennis team should be
one of the strongest in the conference. An excellent
freshman team and the return of Bobby Burns, who
is bohunking this year, make the picture bright for next Earle Maxwell and Tommy Mahaffey have been the rebounding artists for the Tigers this
season. They have collared an average of 2 2.4 rebounds per game. They hope to lead
year. It is the hope of Coach Leslie Longshore to break the Tigers to a victory in the ACC tourney this weekend. (Tiger Sports Photo)
the University of North Carolina's string of 46 straight
conference wins.
Set Frosh Records:

Freshman Track Team Impressive
The Freshman track team has been outstanding
this year. John Steed, Jack Shaw, Bill Hartin and
Doug Adams won the mile relay at the Coliseum Relays at Montgomery. Dutch Dobbs and Jimmy Wynn
are dash men, with Wynn winning the 60 yard dash
in Alabama. Gary Zetterower is the broad jump artist
with a 23 foot jump his best of the year. Doug Adams
has a brillant time of 46 seconds for the 440 yard dash.
Congratulations to Seniors Ed Krajack, Earl Maxwell, Dave Wallace and Bill Bonzulak for a job well
done on this years basketball team. These men are
really a credit to our school and to the game of basketball.

Who Will It Be?
The subject of much controversy during this
time of the year is the ruling that the winner of the
ACC Tournament is the representative of the conference at the playoff in New York. It is the
opinion of many coaches, writers, and this column
that the representative should- be the team with
the best record at the end of the season. It is entirely possible with the present set up for Virginia,
the last place team, to win the tournament since
they lost to second seeded Duke by a score of only
92 to 90 in an overtime^during the regular season.
Maybe if a second division team wins the tournament it will wake up the tournament officials and
force them to let the regular season champs represent the conference in the playoffs.

Tiger Staff AII-ACC Team
In the next few weeks the all ACC Conference
selections will be released. This column jumps the
gun and makes the following predictions: first team —
York Larese and Doug Moe of North Carolina, Art
Heyman of Duke, Len Chappell of Wake Forest, and
Choppy Patterson of Clemson; second team — Tommy
Mahaffey of Clemson, Art Whisnant of South Carolina, Billy Packer of Wake Forest, Howard Hurt of
Duke, and Tony Laquintano of Virginia; third team —
Ken Rohloff and Bob DiStefano of N. C. State, Bob
McDonald of Maryland, Jim Hudock of North Carolina,
and Carroll Youngkin of Duke. Honorable mention —
Ed Krajack and Earle Maxwell of Clemson, Doug
Kistler of Duke, Dick Kepley of North Carolina, Stan
Niewierowski of State, Ronnie Johnson of S. C, Bruce
Kelleher of Maryland, and Alley Hart and Bill Hull of
Wake Forest.

SAMMETH DRUG CO.
Telephone TU 2-2210
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Cubs Have Best Season Ever;
Avenge Loss In Final Outing
By TOMMY RISKER
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Freshman basketball team finished their season
last Tuesday by defeating
the
Biddies from South Carolina. It
marked the Cubs 17th-win in 19
games and set a record for most
wins in one season. It also avenged one of the two losses that the
Cubs suffered during the season.
The Cubs were led by Jim
Brennan, as he pumped in shots
all season long and pulled the

Tracksters Place
Fifth In Memphis
Jaycee's Carnival
Clemson's track team placed
fifth in the Memphis Jaycees' Indoor Track Carnival in Memphis,
Tennessee, last Saturday. Wes
King's 13 points and Jim MooreKing's 13% points and Jim
Moorehead's firs tplace in the
880 yard run led the Tigers;
Moorehead's time for the 880
was 2:063. Ray Dunkleberg finished fifth in the same event.
West King had a second place
in the 60 yard high hurdles with
a 7:5, a second in the 60 yard
low hurdles with a 7:1, and a
second in the 60 yard dash.
Donnie Gilbert was third in
the 60 yard dash in which competition was so fierce that he
was knocked unconscious when
he ran into the chutes at the
end of the track.
The eight lap relay team composed of Charlie Cuttino, Donnie
Gilbert, Wes King, and Speight
Bird won its heat by 20 yards but
placed third in over-all times for
the event. The first five teams
were Arkansas 50, Alabama 44%,
North East Louisiana State 32,
Florida State 30%, and Clemson
30.

Cubs out when the games were
close. He scored over 26 points
per game, by hitting set shots,
jump shots, and driving layups
with remarkable consistency.
Two of the best games of the
season were the two double overtime victories over the Piedmont
Rangers. Nick Milasnovich led the
way in both of these games by
scoring 30 and 32 points in them
This helped to pad his season
scoring to 19.7 points per game.
Although these two boys carried a large amount of the scoring load, it was by no means a
two man affair, as the 92 points
per games will testify. They
were ably assisted by Donnie
Mahaffey, Richard Hall, and
Manning Privette. Add to this
the good work done by the reserves this season, and you have
in part the freshman success story.
Another part of the same story
is the mention of the names of
Mahaffey, Privette, and Woody
Morgan. There were the boys that
worked the hardest all season at
the job of getting the ball. They

without
filling

:OCONEE:
:THEATRE:
SENECA, S. C.
SATURDAY NIGHT
MAR. 4, STARTING 6:45
AND MON., TUES., WED.

MAR. 6, 7, 8

DICKIES
Summer Suits

"The Misfits"
CLARK GABLE
MARILYN MONROE
MONTGOMERY CLIFT
— • —
THURS., FRI., MAR. 9, 10

* Oacron & Cotton . $22.95

"Herod The Great"
EDMOND PURDOM
In Color
— • —

* Cotton Cord .... $15.95
* Bermuda Shorts . . $3.98

SAT. AFTERNOON, MAR. 11

"Toughest Gun
In Tombstone"

outrebounded nearly every foe
with consistency, as they really
"got on the boards."
Mahaffey was also a defensive
standout, as he blocked many
shots after someone had slipped by his man for a supposedly
easy layup. The fact that he led
the team in personal fouls only
goes to show the agressiveness
with which he played.
The third point that made a
good season for the Cubs was
their defensive ability. By holding their opponents to 67 points
per game, the Cubs managed to
have a victory margin of 25
points. The secret of the defense
was a tight man-on-man defense.
The finale ingredient for success was the coaching of BobContinued On Page 6)

Winner Gains Berth
For New York Playoff
By BOBBY COWSERT
Tiger Sports Writer
Reynolds Coliseum, the home
court of North Carolina State College will once again be the site
of the most important and spinetingling Atlantic Coast Conference
Tournament. The winner of this
tourney will represent the conference in the NCAA playoff in New
York City later on in the month.
The tournament started Thursday with Maryland meeting
Clemson, N. C. State taking
on South Carolina, and Duke playing Virginia. Pairings were made
by the ACC Basketball Committee
on the basis of conference standings. North Carolina wound up in
first place in the regular season
standings but will not compete
in the tournament.
The Tar Heels withdrew after
being placed on a one-year probation by the NCAA for recruiting irregularities. With North
Carolina out, the other seven
teams moved up a notch in the
standings. Wake Forest, runner
up to the Tar Heels, took over
top place and drew a bye.
South Carolina and Virginia,
each with 2-12 records, wound up

Freshmen Schedule
18 Games; Hendley
Chosen As Mentor
Our freshmen will play 18 diamond contests this spring against
six different opponents. Ten of
the games are at home. Bailey
Hendley, former varsity pitcheroutfielder, assumes coaching duties for the rats while finishing
his college work. Bailey played in
77 varsity games for the Tigers
and batted .333 for his career.
As a moundman his career record was 11-3.
Practice began for freshmen
pitchers and catchers last Monday. Five holdover pitchers from
the fall practice session reported
along with two catchers, Gary
Hall of Greenwood and Sterling
Parks of Cleveland, Ohio.
The pitchers are Sam Page,
Woodruff; Frank Oakley, North
Augusta; Talmadge Frick, Eau
Claire; Heywood Hawkins, Hartsvflle; and Buddy Nixon (also a
first baseman) from Belmont,
North Carolina. Joining
this
group as a first semester freshman was Al Famiglietti of Philadelphia, Pa.

in a tie for sixth place. In a
drawing held last Sunday, the
Gamecocks were given sixth place
and matched against the third
place State Wolfpack at 4 p.m.
In a game that appeared to be
the top attraction of the opening
round of the tournament, Clemson
Played Maryland yesterday afternoon at 2 p.m. Bud Millikan's
Terps finished fourth in the final
standings with a 6-8 conference record while the Tigers of Press
Maravich finished fifth with a 5-9
mark. The fourth and fifth teams
were matched for the opening
day. Maryland finished the season
with 13 wins and 11 losses. Clemson had a 10-15 record for the
season.
The Terp-Tiger battle will be
a re-play of a thrilling final season game played last Saturday
night which was won by Maryland in overtime, 82-80. Clemson
won the first game played in
Tigertown by 17 points, 76-59.
The Terp's causes will be helped
greatly with the return of junior
guard Bruce Keleher. The highscoring Terp standout missed the
last four games because of an
ankle injury, but he will be ready
for action in the tournament. The
Terapins will take the floor with
the same lineup that has started
since Kelleher's injury. With Bob
McDonald, the Terp's leading
scorer with a 13.8 average, will be

JUDGE KELLER

Monday-Saturday
ADULTS
STUDENTS

Afternoon
60e
50e

Children (under 14) 25c
Saturday Night
ADULTS & STUDENTS _ 75e

*********

WINTHROP COLLEGE

PARK INN GRILL
FOR FINE FOOD

MARY'S RECORD SHOP
Records

-

HiFi's

FM Tuners

-

-

Stereos

Amplifiers

Tape Recorders

-

Supplies

SPECIAL SALE NEXT WEEK
Buy Four —Get ONE FREE

A

($tfi*
R£C@RpSHOP

College Avenue
CLEMSON, S. C.

Dr. Frood has already ordered
9,652 "Remember How Great"
records. Don't let him get
them all! Order yours NOW!
Get these twelve great original recordings—
in one 12" LP album-for $1.00 and ten
empty Lucky Strike packs! Hurry! Order this
fabulous album now! Here's a real collectors'
item—the original recordings of twelve musical classics together for the first time! Great
hits of swing, jazz and popular music magnificently reproduced by Columbia Record Productions on a 12" 33V3 LP. It's an unprecedented
offer. Order your album right now. Just send
one dollar and ten empty Lucky Strike packs
(easier to mail if you flatten them) together
with the filled-in shipping label below to
"REMEMBER HOW GREAT," BOX 3600, SPRING
PARK, MINNESOTA. Here are the great songs,
great artists included in the "Remember How
Great" album:
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
St. Louis Blues
COUNT BASIE
One 0'Clock Jump

EDDY DUCHIN
Stardust
DUKE ELLINGTON

LES BROWN
Sentimental Journey
CAB CALLOWAY
Blues in the Night

HARRY JAMES
Ciribiribin
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
Night and Day

XAVIER CUGAT
Brazil
TOMMY DORSEY
I Dream of You

MARY MARTIN
My Heart Belongs to Daddy

— • —

BOB HOPE And
LUCILLE BALL

Maryland defeats Clemson I
91-75 in first round of ACC |
Tourney.

Mood Indigo

DINAH SHORE
Buttons and Bows

To get "Remember How Great" album, enclose and mail $1.00 and 10 I
empty Lucky Strike packs, together with filled-in shipping label. Pleas* I
print clearly. Orders received after May 31, 1961, will not be honored. If I
sending check or money order, make payable to "Remember How Great." '

GEORGE MONTGOMERY

"Facts Of Life"

Clemson Loses

WHILE VISITIrfG

"SHIPPING LABEL

SAT. NIGHT, MAR. 11

* Cotton Trousers. . . $3.98

junior Paul Jelus, 7.9 average, at |
forward.
Senior Bob Wilson, 6-10, will bel
at center, with sophomores Bob]
Eicher, 9.5 points a game, andj
Bill Stasiulatis, 10.3, at guards.
Kelleher had a 12.8 points average, second best on the team. McJ
Donald has been the league's best]
at the foul line and takes a ma*k|
of .868 into the game.
Millikan can call on some fine
reserve work from juniors Mike
Nofsinger, 5-9, and 6-7 Ted Marshall. The pair scored ten of
the Terps' 12 points in the overtime win over the Tigers. Sophomores Connie Carpenter, 6-4,
and George Hodor, 5-10, also,
have seen considerable action
for the Terps in the last half of
the season.
The Duke-Virginia game isl
scheduled for 8 o'clock Thursday!
in the only night attraction. Dukel
was pulled from the hat in a drawtl
ing to determine whether Duke qrl
State would play its opening game!
at night.
The committee had|
(Continued On Page 5)
**•*•**••

The
refreshment
Under Appointment
From Pepsi-Coli, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

"Remember How Great"
P. O. Box 3600
Spring Park, Minnesota
TO
YOUR NAME

(PRINT YOUR NAME HERE)

—

-STATE-ZONE.
Offer good only In U. S. A. and Puerto Rico.
CTHE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
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Sigma Alpha Zeta Wins Titie
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Grice, Glaze,
Lead Winners
In Final Game

Intramural Champs

Last year four boys comprised
four-fifths of the starting lineup
for the Rinky Dinks who won the
championship. Last
Thursday
the same four plus Bob Kapp
again won the campus title under
the name of Sigma Alpha Zeta.
These four intramural basketball players, Joe Anderson, Coleman Glaze, Carroll Grice, and Joe
Smith were the four-fifths who
came, saw, and conquered.
In the finale the story was
simply too much height. Anderson and Grice were too much
for the smaller 7th Barracks
West team to handle. The score
board showed the final count
at 66-42 in favor of the Zetas.
This would seem to be a onesided triumph, but the scoreboard had no way of showing the
lighting spirit of the 7th five.
Outscored, outshort, and outrebounded, yes, but not out scrapped were Nixon, Kolb, Poole and
others.
Grice was high scorer with
22 points most of which came
Sigma Alpha Zeta toppled all comers to take Clemson's intramural basketball title. Tak- on lay ups and followups. Coleing Barracks West in the finals, SAZ showed the spirit and skill to edge them, 66-42. (Tiger man Glaze was hot from the
outside and runner-up to Grice
Sports Photo by Steve Morrison)
with 17. But nothing can be
taken from the other Zetas
Season Opens Soon:
who handled the ball and defended in expert fashion. Buddy Nixon of the losers, whom
many intramuralers have been
calling the most-underrated
player on the campus, was a
demon under the boards and
rang up 17 points.
The finals were reached
by
7th Barracks by scoring a maAs the basketball season draws my James and Bobby Doyan, goals is to beat North Carolina." jor upset over East Campus, 57to a close the spring and summer should prove valuable; as well as They have won 42 straight confer- 44 and edging F2, 61-58 in the
sports are moving into the spot- sophomores George Christopher ence matches and I would like to semi-finals. Sigma Alpha Zeta had
their
winning clipped Delta Kappa Alpha 51light here at Clemson. For the and Roy Strickland who have see us break
past few weeks the Tiger tennis moved up from last years fresh- streak."
34 and slaughtered Numeral Soteam has been hard at work pre- man team. Senior Dick Harvin, Two members of this year's ciety 81-47. F2 had won over F4
paring for the first match of the who did not play last year, is ex- freshman team, Doug Stuart and News 55-43 and Numeral Society
season, against Minnesota, on pected to provide a valuable as- Malloy Evans, are outstanding ten- and claiming a forfeit win in othMarch 23. Coach Les Longshore, set to the team, according to nis men. Stuart has won the Sou- er quarter final action.
Thus the curtain rings down
assisted by Dr. Miller, has been Coach Longshore.
thern Interscholastic ChampionWhen asked about predictions ship for the last three years, and on basketball for this
year.
putting his boys through a strenuous schedule of practice to have for this years team, Coach is rated the number two junior Next will come volleyball and
them in top shape for the sea- Longshore replied "Right now. player in the South. Evans was handball for which all interestwe are in the midst of a team runner-up in last year's Inter- ed must sign up no later than
son's opener.
The tennis team this year has building process. We have a scholastic matches and is one of tomorrow at 6 p. m.
• seventeen matches on tap, all couple of very fine sophomores the finest players in the state.
'■ against top flight opponents, and and freshman who have the po- Coach Longshore urges all inter; is also scheduled to take part in tential to become some of the ested freshmen, with tennis exper■ two tournaments—the ACC finest players in the ACC, with ience to come out. Dick Pregnall
| play-offs and the South Caro- a little experience. This year's and Fred Craft hold down the
lina State Championship, which schedule is the toughest Clem-. number three and four positions
I will be held on the local courts son has played yet and we may on the team.
during the third week in April. lose every game."
Bob Burns, the number one Longshore, who teaches freshman last year, who is considered man and sophomore English, has
ACC
by Coach Longshore to be one of been trying to build up Clemson's
(Continued From Page 4)
After tomorrow ACC basketball
the best racket men in the confer- schedule and has
contracted
'61 will be over. The season has
ence, is ineligible to play this matches with some of the best agreed after North Carolina's been long, tough on the players
• season. The two returning letter- teams in the south. He is quoted withdrawal a few weeks ago that
' men from last year's squad, Tom- as saying that one of his major one of the Big Four teams would yet brimming with excitement at
play the single opening
night every encounter. The hardboard
game in order to help ticket sales. ers have won some tough ones and
So far, sales have lagged in com- lost some tough ones. Although
parison with some recent years. the over-all record was 10-15, the
Tonight at 7:30 Wake Forest team has shown the spirit and
will meet the winner of the scrap to keep the fans happy.
According to the statistics
Clemson-Maryland game. The
just
released by Bob Bradley,
9:30
game
pits
the
winners
of
Dr. Robert Moorman, in his , of golf. He stated that he has
Sports
Publicity Director, Chop15th year as head coach of the seen a trend by most golfers to the Duke - Virginia and State- py Patterson has proved top
South
Carolina
games,
with
the
play
golf
some
but
not
enough
to
Clemson
golf
team,
sees
scorer this year with 18.6 points
finals set for Saturday night.
this year's chances for an out- excel.
per game with a total of 466 for
Coach Moorman, also head of
standing team quite low. Coach
North Carolina finished atop the the season. Other men hitting
the
Engineering
Mech.
DepartMoorman asks that any members
regular season standings by de- the double figures were Earle
of the student body that
are ment, commented on several feating Duke 69-66 in overtime Sat- Maxwell with 13.7, Tommy Mawhole urday. It gave North Carolina a
capable of shooting in the 70's phases of golf. "The
haffey with 13.2, and Ed Kracome out. In his own words, "If game is important. The best 12-2 conference record, and Duke jack with 10.4.
golfer
plays
for
position;
he
a 10-4 mark. Wake Forest defeat- Choppy has also hit for a .841
they shoot in the upper 70's, I'll
v be glad to have them; if they doesn't just slam the ball." Ap- ed South Carolina 109-89 to finish from the foul line, 138 out of 164
shoot in the lower 70's, I'll be parently, he has practiced what with an 11-3 mark.
attempted. Following him is Ed
he preaches on more than one
delighted."
Picking a winner of the tourna- Krajack with .803, 53 of 66, and
occasion. He has a hole-in- one ment would, be a very hard task
There is no organized pracand a double eagle to his credit. for anyone because of the fact Earle Maxwell .704, 112 of 159.
tice, but the Boscobel course
Tommy Mahaffey leads the team
may be used on weekdays by This season's schedule is as fol that any one team in the confer- in field goal percentage with .442.
the team members. There are lows: March 22, Furman, home; ence could beat the other on a giv- Maxwell, Krajack, and Patterson
South Carolina, en night. This year, however, the follow with .437, .408, and .374 refour returning lettermen this March 24,
year including Bob Moser, Bill home; March 27, Duke, home; Ap- prognosticators are placing odds spectively.
Townsend, Ed George, and Gene ril 7, The Citadel, home; April on either Wake Forest or Duke
Mahaffey has also proved the
Beard; all are seniors. Varsity 10, Wake Forrest, Winston-Sa- with State holding the darkhorse rebound leader under the backcandidates
are
Alan
Mas- lem; April 17, Maryland, College position. The Wolfpack has the ad- boards with 283 rebounds and
ters, Mark Teichter, Dan Tram- Park; April 18, Virginia, Charlot- vantage over everyone because an average of 11.3. He also igtesville; April 21-22, S.C. Inter- the tourney is played on their nobly leads the personal foul
mell, and Billy Hawfield.
collegiate at Hampton, S.C; May home court.
category with a total of 100 for
'Moser is very good, capa2, N. C. State, home; May 5, There is a possibility that the the season. Earle Maxwell has
ble of breaking par at any
Furman, Furman; May 11, North
time.
He
jointly
holds Carolina, College Park, Md.; best team may not win, but ac- the high in rebounds for one
cording to ACC regulations the game with 21 during the North
the course record at Boscobel.
May 12-13, ACC Tourney, College winner will represent the confer- Carolina game. The
whole
Townsend is a good steady golf- Park, Md.
ence in the playoff next week.
Continued On Page 6)
er; he averages a couple of
strokes over par. Beard is erratic but capable of
great
things. Last season he
lost
the stale championship on the
— A N D —
hold oi a sudden death playoff
and displayed excellent golf."
"George is erratic but has.
moments of great play. He's better suited to match play than
medal. Masters hits the ball well
Entering Seneca On Your Right
and has good potential; I don't
know a thing about the others
Phone: TU 2-3002
because I haven't seen them
SENECA,
SOUTH CAROLINA
play." Coach Morrman was ask
ed to comment on the popularity

Tennis Coach Rebuilds Team;
Freshmen Have Good Prospects

Stats For Season
Show Patterson,
Mahaffey On Top

Four Golf Lettermen Back;
Coach Appeals To Students

Dave Dunks!

Fastest & Courteous Service

Basketball Season
Finishes This Week

BE SURE And Shop

$ $ DOLLAR DAYS $ $
THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY And SATURDAY
MARCH 3RD And 4TH
SURPRISE VALUES

North 1st Street In Seneca

Rifleman Barely
Misses Record

A school record missed being
broken by only 1 point Friday as
Jerry Bailes shot a magnificent
290 in a three position match
against Davidson. The record is
held by David Dye, who has now
become a legend among the members of the team. His record of 291
was made by missing the bullseye a total of only nine rings in
thirty targets.
Added to Jerry's 290 was a
279 by Edward Muckenfuss, another 279 by Pete Spearman, a
275 by Jimmie Tomlinson, and
a 273 by Phil Rowland to give
the team a victory over Davidson. Davidson's total was 1381
with their high - man scoring
285 of their total, while Clemson's total was 1396.
Bochette, a freshman on the
team, broke into the top five scorers Thursday with a score of 287
which was good for the number 1
score. This was Bochette's first
venture into the top five. The
team's total for this postal was
1401.
In a shoulder-to-shoulder match
on February 17, the Tigers were
victorious over PC. Due to an
over heated range, scores ran
rather low. Clemson riflemen shot
1380 of 1500 points against PC's
1347.

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
Fresh Sandwiches, Milk Shakes
and Coffee

TIME DRIVE-IN

Stuffed Tigers - Pennants
Decals

FINAL SCORES
MONDAY INTRAMURAL LEAGUE

TUESDAY INTRAMURAL LEAGUE

F-4

3rd

A-9

1st C-6 3rd E-6

5th D-2

2nd C-6

4th

A-9

2nd C-5 4th Newman Club

6th F-3

High Set, Jim Bolton

564

High Set, Frank Oakley

High Average, Jim Bolton

160

High Game, Beaudrot & Sexton _ 209

High Game, Tom Bancroff

218

High Average, Jim Sexton

Tiger Bowl

547

209

"Skill Plus Ability"
Describes D. Wallace

By ROBERT WALDEN
Tiger Sports Writer
One of the most dependable and spirited members
of the Tiger Roundballers is Forward Dave Wallace.
Wallace is not one of the spectacular members of the
cage team, but his ability and spirit make him one of
the regulars on the court.
Dave, a 6'6", 22 year old junior from Spartanburg first start- and Phi Kappa Delta. He will also
ed playing basketball at Spar- be a member of the Block "C"
tanburg High School. He play- Club in a few weeks.
ed three years and lettered each
When asked about this year's
year. Besides basketball, Dave
also played high school football season Dave replied, "If we had
his sophomore and senior years just had a few breaks, we could
and threw the discus for the have had the first winning streak
track team his junior and senior in a good many years. We
years.
In basketball Dave made All have had, a winning year." As
State two years, All South Atlan- for next year's team he says
tic his senior year, was captain that they "should at least finish
of the Shrine Game in Charlotte, in the first division. They're goand Co-Captain of the Kiwanis
ing to have a good basketball
Game in Charlotte.
team." He added that the
Dave got married after his graduation from high school, and he freshman team is the best we've
and his wife, Marion, have two ever had and win give the varboys:
Mark, 1 and David, 3. sity team the depth that it lackDave Wallace, Tiger forward, has proved dependable on the
ed this year.
hardboards. Dave has gained a starting berth since the Dave says that he wouldn't trade His opinion of our chances in
season started and has proved a tremendous asset. A junior married life for anything. Dave's
this year, Dave will be a top returnee for next year's varsity brother, who played freshman bas- the ACC tournament is that "they
ketball for TJSC, was mainly re- are real good, better than we've
five. (Tiger Sports Photo)
sponsible for getting Dave started had before. The 7 or 8 games
we've been playing pretty good
in basketball
Final Recap:
Because his brother went to basketball and we're going to be
USC, Dave also applied to go tough in the tournament, I guarthere, but Coach Maravich per- antee you. I think we're going all
suaded him to come to Clem- the way. We're as good as anyson. Now he says that he is body else in the ACC. It's just
glad that he came to Clemson that one night we've got it and
instead of going to Carolina.
one night we haven't."
Majoring in Textile Manage- As for Clemson's school spirit
Clemson College's Tigers closed enough. The game was the last ment, Dave is a member of Phi he said that he thinks it is "the
out its regular basketball season regular season game for Virginia ■ p an honorary textile society,
Continued On Page 6)
last weekend as they split a pair which wound up with a 3-22 record overall and a 2-12 conference
of games with the University of record to finish in the basement
Virginia and Maryland. Choppy of the ACC.
Patterson led the Tigers over the Choppy Patterson pumped in 23
Cavaliers of Virginia, scoring 23 points to lead the Tigers. Tommy
points. In the Maryland game he Mahaffey scored 21 points and
"A
collected 12 rebounds as the TiMan's
poured in 35 points, but Maryland
S ore
gers dominated the boards 40-30.
MAJU^/ ' "
pulled the game out with an 82- Earle Maxwell scored 14, Dave
80 overtime victory.
Wallace 2, and Ed Krajack 10
In the Virginia game Friday points to lead the starters. Subnight, the Tigers poured it on the stitutes Larry Seitz, Bill BonzuCavaliers to the tune of 85-63. lak, and Bob Benson each scored
The 23 point spread was the lar- 4 points. Chuck Narvin scored
gest point spread the Tigers have three points, his first points of
enjoyed all year and that win the year.
gave them a 5-8 conference mark
In the Saturday night game
and a 10-14 overall record.
with Maryland, the Tigers exClemson took care of things tended the Terrapins into an
in the first half, going into the overtime before losing 82-80. In
dressing room at the half with a the regulation game with two
7 point (36-29) lead. The Tig- seconds to go, the Tigers tried
ers increased this lead to a to work the ball to Maxwell uncommanding 18 points in the first der the basket, but Bob Eicher
five minutes of the second half. broke up the play. Choppy PatThe Cavaliers got a boost from terson had tied the game up at
Tony Laquintano who poured 70 all with 1:43 left.
through 31 but this was not
Patterson fired in 35 points and
Continued On Page 6)
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Prescriptions Our Specialty ...
Registered Pharmacist On

Duty At All Times

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone OL 4-2661 or OL 4-5172

What's it take to make the right connection?
Plenty! Consider the problem. Western Electric manufactures the switching systems which
connect some 60-million Bell telephones
throughout the U. S. The average call over
today's electromechanical system requires 420
relay operations. All together, this interconnecting equipment makes up the heart of what
is, in effect, the world's largest machine.
That's where Western Electric and you
come in. The switching equipment for this
"machine" involves an enormous manufacturing job carried on by our plants throughout
the country. Because of the size and service
requirements involved, we require quality
standards far exceeding those of ordinary
manufacturing. The size of this job presents
an unusual challenge to the engineer who may
save the Br
stem many thousands of dollars
by even a s,. j cost-reduction step.
While today's switching calls for a priority
on engineering, tomorrow's will be even more
exciting. For even now the revolutionary Electronic Central Office is under field trial and
promises to remake the world of telephony.
Future Western Electric engineers, working
closely with their counterparts at Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, will concentrate heavily
on developing manufacturing methods for this
ECO equipment.
Your Western Electric assignments may
cover many of our other responsibilities as
the world's leading communications manufacturer. Perhaps you'll work on advances in
microwave transmission, or even on satellite
communications.
Joining Western Electric may well be your
right connection.
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of "Western Electric and
Your Career" from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. And be sure
to arrange for a Western Electric interview when the
Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

-y^m^^
MANUFACTUWNO *NB SUFflY

UNIT OF THI IIU SYSTEM

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.] Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.|
Winston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.? Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

New Constitution
(Continued Prom Page 1)
when it is deemed necessary.
When it is deemed necessary,
the President's Cabinet, as a
voice of the Student Body, may
request that it be allowed to
meet with the Deans of the
faculty for the purpose of discussing student-faculty relations.
Furthermore, when it is deemed
necessary, the President's Cabinet may request that it be allowed to appear before the Trustees of Clemson College at some
regular meeting to present the
problems of Clemson students.

B. The Financial Review
Board shall be composed of: 1.
The Treasurer of the Student
Body who shall be the Chairman
of this committee. 2. The treasurers of each class. 3. Two
members appointed by the President of the Student Body, to be
approved by the Senate.

ARTICLE 3

Mu Beta Psi Advertises

lish its decision and four (4)
shall constitute a quorum. All
meetings of the Appeals Court
shall be closed meetings.
E. The Chairman of that court
in the Judicial Branch which
conducted the original trial shall
also appear before the Appeals
Court at a separate meeting.
F. No case may be appealed
more than once.
Section 6—A defendant in any
court may choose his own defense council if he so desires, and
his Defense Council shall be
present at all times during the
trial.

Col. Watson Releases Date
For Army R0TC Inspection

JUDICIAL POWER
Section 1—The Judicial Powers
of the Student Body shall be
vested in a Judicial Branch,
which shall have jurisdiction
over the Student Body in all
ARTICLE 2t
cases involving violation of any
ARTICLE 4
LEGISLATIVE POWERS
student regulations and laws,
Section 1—All legislative pow- but shall not assume any powers NOMINATIONS, ELECTIONS,
ers of the Student Body shall be of the Administration.
AND THE FINANCIAL
vested in a Student Senate.
Section 2—The Student High
REVIEW BOARD
Section 2—The Student Senate Court
Section 1—The month of April j
Shall:
A. The Student High Court shall be designated as Election
A. Enact, approve, or dis- shall have jurisdiction over all Month, and all nominations and
approve Regulations of the Stu- cases involving violations of any elections for officers prescribed
dent Body.
subject regulation and laws ex- in this Constitution shall take
B. Purpose, by two-thirds cept those delegated to other place during this month, with
vote, amendments to this Con- courts. The verdict of the High the exception of the Officers, The gray-flannelled Madison Avenue Idea Men have nothing on Mu Beta Psi. Witness
Court is to be turned over to the Senators of the Freshman Class, the publicity for their 3rd annual musical variety show emblazoned on the doors to the
stitution.
C. Provide for the compilation President of the College and will the President of the Senate, and rest rooms adjacent to the canteen. (Tiger News Photo by Jerry Stafford.)
and publication of legislation in require his signature to become Senators from the CCP.
order that the Student Body be official. The Student High Court Section 2—The class officers $150 Per Month
will interpret the Constitution for each class shall consist of a
informed.
D. Confirm or reject appoint- when such interpretation is President, Vice President, Secments of the President of the necessary.
retary, and Treasurer.
The
B. The Student High Court President of each class shall
Student Body by majority vote.
E. Impeach any officer of the shall be composed of nine (9) have the power to call a meeting
Executive, Legislative, or Judic- voting members. Eight of these of that class with the approval of
iary Branches of Student Gov- shall be elected by the Student the Dean of Students.
ernment for malfeasance or seri- Body. The Vice President of the Section 3—The Elections Board
Senior Class shall be a voting
ous abuse of authority.
shall be responsible for the en- Juniors and seniors in doubt brary, Charleston; the Cherokee have announced.
F. Request the student publi- Ex-Officio member.
Various phases of public liforcement of the following rules: about what profession or vocation County Public Library, Gaffney;
cations to print such notices as C. To be eligible for a seat on
brary
work will be planned with
to
follow
after
graduation
will
the
Colleton
County
Memorial
it may deem necessary for the the Student High Court, a stu- 1. Voting shall be by secret find that a suitable way to choose Library, Walterboro; and the the purpose of giving interns an
ballot
or
by
voting
machines.
information of the Student Body, dent must be an academic Juna profession is by working at it Greenville
Public
Library, opportunity to find out what a
but it shall have no power to re- ior and must have a minimum 2. The ballot boxes shall be for a while, according to the Greenville.
Librarian does. The libraries
strict freedom of expression in cumulative G.P.R. of .3 above open only between the hours of State Library Board.
Others are the Greenwood City are sponsoring the program in
any student publication, except that required for his graduation. 7:00 o'clock a. m. and 7:00 Public libraries
throughout and County Public Library, Green- hopes that some of the interns
on the grounds of obscenity.
Section 3—The Freshman o'clock p. m. on the day of the South Carolina are offering intern- wood; the Horfy County Memor- will become librarians. , There
election.
G. Establish its own meeting Court
ships which are awarded on a ial Library, Conway; the Laurens will be no obligation entailed in
time and rules of procedure.
A. The Freshman Court shall 3. The counting and tabulation competition basis to juniors and County Library, Laurens; the Lex- acceptance of an award.
Section 3—The Student Senate enforce the Freshman Regula- shall be accomplished by the seniors who meet the qualificaington County Circulating Library, This program is offered to senShall be composed of:
tions which are imposed upon Elections Board immediately tions. The list of libraries which
iors, juniors and outstanding
A. The Vice President of the all entering students, except vet- after the polls are closed, and no will offer work-training positions Batesburg; the South Carolina
(rising sophomores)
Student Body who shall be Pres- erans, married students, and vote shall be counted before that as internships include: The Aiken- State Library Board, Columbia. freshmen
who have an inquiring mind, enInterns
will
work
full-time
for
ident Pro-Tempore of the Sen- transfer students, other than time.
Barnwell - Edgefield Regional Li- three months at a salary of $150 joy reading and sharing it with
ate.
summer school transfers.
4. No election official, while on brary, Aiken; The
Allendaleothers, like working with people
B. The President of the Senate B. The Freshman Court shall duty shall attempt to influence Hampton - Jasper Regional Li- monthly, officials of the board
and are stimulated by the vast
■Who shall be elected each year consist of five (5) members, two a voter.
brary, Allendale; and the Andertreasure house of knowledge
before the end of the 2nd week (20 of which shall be appointed 5. No one shall attempt to soson County Library, Anderson.
found in books.
BASKETBALL
in May from the members of the by the President of the Sopho- licit votes for a candidate within
Also the Calhoun County Pub(Continued Prom Page 5)
The students must also have
Senate.
more Class. These appointments the immediate vicinity of the lic Library, St. Mathews; the
scored all of the Tigers' points in done, or plan to do, the greatC. The Secretary of the Stu- must be approved by the Presi- polls.
Charleston County Free Li- the overtime. Earle Maxwell and est part of their college work in
dent Senate who shall be elected dent's Cabinet and the Dean of 6. A majority of the Elections
Tommy Mahaffey were next with the liberal arts; are in good
each year from the members of Student Affairs. The Vice Presi- Board shall be present when the
physical and mental health; and
17 and 16 points respectively.
the Senate for the purpose of dents of the Junior and Sopho- votes are counted.
CUBS
Maryland finished its season have at least a C plus or betkeeping Senate records, taking more Classes are automatically 7. All ballots shall be placed
(Continued From Page 4)
minutes of the meetings, and any members, as is the President of in the office of the Dean of Stu- by Roberts. His team was well 13-11 overall and 6-8 in the con- ter average.
other duties deemed necessary. the Sophomore Class.
Application Blanks and additiondent Affairs for a period of drilled on the fundamentals of ference, while Clemson ended
D. The Assistant to the Secre- C. The President of the Sopho- forty-eight (48) hours after they basketball and kept their nerve up with a 10-15 overall record al information may be obtained by
tary of the Student Senate who more Class is Chairman of the have been counted. At any time in close games. He seemed to and 5-8 in the conference. These writing to any of the libraries menshall be elected each year from Freshman Court.
during this period, any student be able to extract the best game same teams met in the first tioned above.
the members of the Senate for D. Failure to cooperate with may demand and receive a re- from his team for each game. round of the ACC tournament
the purpose of performing any the Freshman Court shall be an count. The Post (s) shall be fill- This group Of boys that broke yesterday afternoon in Raleigh.
Beat Generation Is
duties concerning legislative offense punishable by the Stu- ed by the candidate (s) receiving many of the Clemson freshman
publicity.
dent High Court.
a simple majority of votes cast records should be able to give the
SKILL
Theme For Tri Chi
E. The Chaplain of the Stu- Section 4—The Women's Resi- in descending numerical order. varsity a big boost next year in
(Continued
Prom
Page
5)
Tri Chi Sorority is sponsordent Senate who shall be elected dence Court
In a run-off election, the candi- an effort to climb upward in the
each year from the members of Whenever a dormitory,
or date (s) receiving a plurality of tough ACC conference. Its a cer- best in the ACC," and says that ing a "BEATNIK PARTY" tothe Senate for the purpose of other such housing, is furnished votes cast shall be elected.
tainty that about seven of them it really helps to have fans that night from 8 p. m. until midstick behind you like Clemson fans night. It will be held in the
providing a devotional at each for female students at Clemson, 8. The result of all student will be vying for a varsity job.
meeting and any other duties of there shall be elected, from elections shall be posted within
no matter whether you're winning Field House with girls present
a like nature.
among the resident female stu- twenty-four hours after the polls yearly in the last issue each se- or not. He also adds: "I think from Furman, Erskine, AnderF. Nine (9). Senators from dents, a court of nine (9) mem- have been closed.
the fans should be commended son, and the Greenville Nursing
mester of the Tiger.
each class and fourteen (14) bers which shall have jurisdic- Section 4—The Financial Reon the way they acted at the Car- Home. Admission will be 50
Senators from the Council of tion over female students. This view Board shall review all exolina game. Down there we cents for boys and all girls will
ARTICLE 5
be admitted free.
Club Presidents. The CCP sen- court shall formulate its own penses and incomes of all organcaught hell."
AMENDMENTS TO THIS
ators shall be elected before the regulations and procedures, but izations receiving an allocation
CONSTITUTION
end of the 1st week in May.
it must not assume the author- from the Student Activities Fee. This Constitution may be
Section 4—The size of the Stu- ities granted to the Student High It shall also review all expendi- amended through legislation indent Senate shall be increased Court or to the Freshman Court. tures and incomes of organiza- troduced in the Student Senate.
in the following manner:
Section 5—The Appeals Court tions that sponsor campus-wide It must be passed by a 2/3 maA. For each increase in enroll- A. The duty of the Appeals activities. This board shall serve jority of that body and ratified
ment of 1000 students after an Court shall be to determine in an advisory capacity to the by 2/3 of the total number of
enrollment of 5000 has been whether a student convicted by Office of Student Affairs and those voting in a campus wide
reached, each class and the a court of the Judicial Branch shall publish two (2) reports balloting.'
Council of Club Presidents shall shall be granted a retrial. The
be alloted an additional Senator. Appeals Court shall also desigB. Maximum membership of nate the court in which the rethe Student Senate shall be trial shall be held.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
eighty (80) members, with a B. The Appeals Court shall be
ratio of 3 to 1 between class composed of the Secretaries of
Hardware - Sporting Goods
Senators and Council of Club the Junior, Senior, and Sopho"Serving This Section Since 1885"
more
Classes
and
two
(2)
memPresidents Senators.
Section 5—The Standing Com- bers elected by the Senate by a
mittees of the Student Senate simple majority.
shall be:
C. When appealed to the Appeals Court, cases of removal
A. Traffic Committee
from office in the Student GovB. Elections Committee
ernment shall be reviewed by the
C. Financial Review Board
respected on
Section 6—The composition of Appeals Court; and if grounds
the Standing Committees shall for re-trial are found, the case
shall be reopened.
be as follows:
any grounds
' A. The Traffic and Elections D. The Appeals Court shall
Committees shall be appointed make its own rules of procedure.
cricketeer
by the President of the Senate. A simple majority shall estab
suits & odd jackets

State Library Board Offers
Internships To Upperclassmen

SULLIVAN HARDEWARE CO.

Col. E. C. Watson, Professor of
Military Science, has announced
that the Annual Formal Inspection for the Clemson Army ROTC
Cadet Brigade will be held on
March 9-10.
The chief inspector will be Col.
Carl R. Hill of the University of
Georgia, who will be representing the Commanding General,
Third United States Army. Assisting Col. Hill will be Major Donald E. B.ivette and Lee E. Farnell,
also of the Universityof Georgia.
Evaluation of the efficiency of
the ROTC Unit and assessment of
the degree of accomplishing
ROTC objectives are the main interests of the inspection team.
Special attention will be paid
to Administrative efficiency, adequacy of facilities, and the attitude of participants toward the
ROTC program.
Also of primary concern will be

STATS
(Continued Prom Page 5)
team only had 52 rebounds for
this game.
This year Choppy also took the
single high game score with 39
points scored against the Citadel
in December. During the game he
also set the high field goal record
for the season with 17 two-pointers. Against Syracuse and later
against Virginia he set the foul
shot high for the season with 13
in each game.
Team high marks were 36 field
goals against South Carolina (2nd
Game) and also rebounds, 68,
against the same team on the
same occasion. During the Citadel game 23 personal fouls were
committed for the season high.

the
Cadets ability to express
themselves orally. Oral expression is an important consideration
in an officer's overall performance standing.
Observation of Military Science
classes, Inspection of the Honor
Award, and briefing by the Cadet
Brigade Commander, Cadet Col.
Archie D. Rodgers, IH. President
R. C. Edwards will also inspect
the Cadets with the inspection
team Chief.
The first day's activities will
end with a Brigade review and inspection of the Cadet Corps in
ranks at 4 p.m. Friday will be a
continuation of administrative and >
supply function and military
science instruction.

NFI Designates
Thomas L. Hucks
As Outstanding
National Food Institute has selected Thomas L. Hucks of Galivants Ferry as the outstanding
senior majoring in agronomy and
soils.
Dr. R. L. Beacher, southern regional director of the Institute,
presented Hucks with a $200
scholarship and a gold key, plus
a permanent plaque for the agronomy department.
The selection was based on scholastic grades, participation in extra curricular activities and potential for making future contributions to agriculture.
Hucks, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Hucks, has ben a member of
F.F.A., Agronomy Club, Senior
Platoon, Pershing Rifles and Horry County Club. After completing
his military obligation, he hopes
to enter sales work.

10 BLOCKS TO—

Winthrop College
Town House Motel
SPECIAL WEEKEND RATES
503 E. Main St. — Phone 327-2038
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

TIGER TAVERN
Located In Lower Lobby Of Clemson House

OPEN 9:30 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M.
* Fountain Service
• Sandwiches
* Newsstand

refreshes your taste
,
-'ai^-softens 'every puff

london fog
jackets & rain wear

bass
weejuns

We all make mistakes.,.

gant & holbrook
sport & dress shirts

gold cup & viyella
socks

canterbury
belts

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

berle & levis
slacks

Don't meet your Waterloo at the typewriter—perfectly
typed papers begin with Corrasable! You can rub out
typing errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. It's
that simple to erase without a trace on Corrasable. Saves'
; time, temper, and money!
i Your choice of Corrasable in
'light, medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin in handy 100.
sheet packets and 500-sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrasable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION ; Ei-PITTSFIELD, MASS.

english leather & st. John's
toiletries

campus shop

2«* floor

waiters & tollman
clothes men like
anderson, s. c.

menthol fresh
# rich tobacco taste
# modern filter, too

~/#4c CL Jbuf^.-Tifc ^/-c^^H^y/ Yes, the cool smoke of
Salem refreshes your taste just as springtime refreshes
you. And special High Porosity paper "air-softens" every puff.
Get acquainted with the springtime-fresh smoke of Salem
and its rich tobacco taste! Smoke refreshed... smoke Salem!

